As a student of avian brains who has never done research on the cerebellum, basal ganglia, or motor cortex, I can discuss a symposium on ''motor learning'' only as a definite outsider. This discussion therefore begins with very elementary questions, such as ''what is motor learning'' and ''how do we study it,'' before it endeavors to review some of the major areas of progress and impediment in the field. A final section deals briefly with whether avian vocal learning is a fruitful model of motor learning.
WHAT IS MOTOR LEARNING?
If one accepts a general distinction between declarative and procedural memory (Squire & Cohen, 1984) , then motor learning might be equated with procedural learning (Hikosaka et al., this issue) . Because the existence of truly declarative memory (implying conscious recollection not bound to the presence of particular stimuli) in nonhumans can always be doubted, however, one might more simply define motor learning as the kind of learning that is involved in the modification of motor behavior. Such a definition would include adaptive changes in existing behaviors as well as the acquisition of new behaviors that require novel combinations of muscle activation. As a next step in the search for definitions, one might want to distinguish motor learning from sensory learning, but most forms of motor learning clearly involve a sensory component. Learning to blink an eyelid in response to an air puff, for example, is a rudimentary form of motor learning that involves a sensory component, and one can argue that the learning of complex motor sequences likewise involves the learning of sequential context-response linkages (Thach, 1996) . Unable to make a clear distinction between sensory and motor learning, one might attempt at least to distinguish motor learning from ''cognitive learning,'' which is not necessarily associated with changes in motor behavior. Even this distinction becomes blurred, however, as the learning of new motor skills can involve mental rehearsal, which may engage brain areas that are also used during active learning (Decety, Sjoholm, Ryding, Stenberg, & Ingvar, 1990) . This line of argument suggests that one might classify forms of learning in terms of the neural structures involved, e.g., as cerebellum-or striatum-mediated forms of learning. Such neurally based definitions of motor learning might be appealing in their precision, but they threaten to conflate the behavioral
